
We can start with the idea that it will be complicated,

but sometimes changing one's habits confirms the expression:

“It was a Blessing in Disguise!”

Secure purchases – Gain efficiency on the farm



HOW SYNAGRI’S EARLY FERTILIZER DELIVERY PROGRAM 
BRINGS POSITIVE AND UNEXPECTED CHANGES 

AT DOMINIC GREGOIRE INC. FARM (NAPIERVILLE, QC) IN THE END

A SHIFT TOWARDS BIG BAGS IN ADVANCE

Having your fertilizer on site before the start of the season and taking advantage of Synagri’s Program is

not only practical, but also reassuring. If like Dominic Grégoire’s Farm you wish to make your working

time profitable while also preserving a remarkable quality of products, read the testimony below. Oh,

and don't forget to contact your Synagri representative or agent as soon as possible for more information

in order to benefit from the discounts of our Program! 😊 It's over here 👉 to join them:

https://www.synagri.ca/contact/

SOME ADJUSTMENTS THAT ARE WORTH IT

For the first time this year, Dominic Grégoire, from Dominic Grégoire Inc. Farm located in Napierville

(QC), got his big bags of fertilizer delivered before seeding. Indeed, the producer of large crop was used

to get his product progressively from the nearest Synagri site, but due to the accessibility of the bags

and the instability of the economy last spring, he adapted his approach. In the end, even if he was

reluctant at first, Dominic Grégoire wants to repeat the early delivery experience because he did not only

secure his products, but he also gained in efficiency. It was thus a blessing in disguise! His estimation of

quantities was also correct, knowing well his field surface and relying upon the advice of his agronomist.

For the only bag that was missing, his sales representative Marc-André Fachinetti quickly found a

solution.

For his part, the producer also had to find a solution to relocate his machinery in order to make space and

store the few hundred fertilizer bags in his shed. By precaution, the bags were placed on pallets or on

plastic, but the fertilizers are known to maintain their good quality, which Dominic Grégoire confirms.

Now, this favorable experience encourages the producer to think about investment possibilities to allow

him to store both his machinery and his products. Briefly, despite the logistical challenges, the

economies to make in time and money with Synagri’s Early Fertilizer Delivery Program may lead to

interesting changes at the farm.

ONE STRAP THAT MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE

Dominic Grégoire raises another positive aspect about Synagri’s big bags: the fact that the bags have

just one strap. Indeed, it is a simple detail that makes all the difference on an efficiency and workforce

matter, because simply one person can install the bag on the forklift, for example. When we find a

winning practice, we are then motivated to repeat it, and even, to optimise it furthermore.

A special thanks to Dominic Grégoire Inc. Farm for this great testimony!

https://www.synagri.ca/contact/

